
         Interlude 5C – LIES, DAMN LIES & SCIENCE (towards Venus)

PLANET OF THE NEOTENOUS APES  
“Men said, 'Let us build ourselves a town and a tower with its top reaching to 

Heaven'; (furious with the hubris of Men) Yahweh countered 'This is but the start of 
their undertakings! there will be nothing too hard for them to do! let us go down and 
confuse their language so that men can no longer understand one another'” (Genesis 
11:4,7). Sigmund Freud may well have been an athiest but, if he were alive today, the 
Old Testament would have rung in his ears whenever he heard “scientists” declaring 
that “psychoanalysis is not science (it has no repeatable experiment that could either 
affirm or falsify it)”. Although Freud acknowledged that the 'data' of psychoanalysis 
was too heterogeneous to permit repeatable experiments, he would have insisted that 
detailed-synoptic observation is more “science” than it is anything else, and it is with 
this sentiment that the 21stC pool of post-Freudians dub themselves, “(archeological) 
scientists of inter-subjectivity”.  

Freud would have been even more mortified to hear a “statistician” declaring 
that “even astrology is 'more scientific' than psychoanalysis (astrology at least has its 
“Tenacious Mars Effect”)”. No doubt about it, dear reader, the 21stC is one big, Twin 
Towered Babel wherein no-one cares where “science” stops & “religion” begins... let 
alone where “science” stops and “psychology” begins; or, where “religion” stops and 
“psycho-archeology” begins... Freud often thumbnailed what he did with the phrase, 
“Pompeii only began to crumble after excavation had begun”. As the (archeological) 
priest says at the outset of William Friedkin's “The Exorcist”, “evil against evil”.

The Babel story occurs so early in the story of Monotheism probably because 
the solution is so simple i.e. (what most people would call) “creative dialogue” – after 
it is clear that the speakers-hearers are defining their terms differently, they agree to 
find (what Jung would call) “the bridging 3rd” e.g. in the Monty Python skit, “buying 
a bed”, salesman-Mr. Brown explains, “you have to divide everything Mr. Jones says 
by 10;; so, when he says that a particular bed is 60ft long, he actually means that it is 
2ft long”... then, aiming to be a 'bridger', Mr. Smith enters stage left to explain, “you 
need to multiply everything Mr. Brown says by 3”. (And so on). 

Creative dialogue is also the antidote for “conflation” i.e. the process whereby 
word association slumps into word equivalence. For example, the scientist who bases 
his/her definition in repeatable experiment may yet make use of a statistical analysis 
but that doesn't mean that all statistical analyses are repeatable e.g. statistics in 2001 
revealed that 98% of Americans wanted to see their reeling falcons turn Afghanistan 
into a parking lot... but a decade on, this statistic was not quite so repeatable. Hence, 
any science-to-statistics word association (football) is not to be allowed to slump into 
a science=statistics equivalence (“do you want a 10 minute argument, or the full half 
hour?”) In turn, non-statistical depth psychologists can employ their term “scientists 
of inter-subjectivity” with justification, truth and belief.

Creative dialogue does not, however, have to be a single undertaking. There is 
zip that prevents post-Freudians from taking an 'onion-skinning' attitude to defining 
what they do. For example, why are they including the word “science”? Could it be a 
hindrance to what they are mostly about? While Freudians think upon this, we could 
turn to another term that suffers from uncreative conflation... “zodiac” i.e. when Mr. 



Astronomer talks to 'bed buyers' about, say, the transits of Venus, he is talking about 
the sidereal-star-pattern zodiac but, when Mr. Astrologer enters stage left, he talks to 
'bed buyers' in reference to tropical-season-pattern zodiac. If Mr. Astrologer favours 
creative dialogue, he can't deny that the sidereal zodiac seems to exert a “regressive” 
(i.e. clockwise) pull on the anti-clockwising tropical zodiac i.e. the cycling Sun-Earth-
axis-(that 'creates' Spring-Summer-Autumn-Winter) is being 'tempted' to give up its 
anti-clockwise 'process' in a not dissimilar way that a mythological h/Hero endures a 
series of temptations, via anti-heroic influences, to give up his quest e.g. a 'Herculean 
Solar astrologer' would be 'tempted' 12 times as follows... 

 … and, if s/he took particular interest in the Babel problem, s/he would focus 
on any temptations that appear in Gemini-Cancer to “regress” to Gemini-Taurus. As 
Freud's heroic Sun–Venus “progressed” from (Aries)-Taurus to (Taurus)-Gemini, he 
'(at)-tempted' to “re-(duce)-gress” his insights to anatomics (“Project for a Scientific 
Psychology”) but, ultimately, Freud's Solar-Venusian anti-clockwiseness carried him 
away from brain-anatomy & towards (what today is often called) “neuroplasticity”.

Those who have Gemini on the ascendant (e.g. FA!) tend to take an interest in 
Babel problems as the Sun rolls from Taurus around to Leo. Indeed, this interlude is 
being written with Sun (+Mercury-Mars) in Gemini of 2015. During the prior 'onion 
skin' of the Sun (i.e. 2014), we had '1 begun' to '3 think' about possible 'bridging 3rds' 
for the two zodiacs (FA's 1st 'Jupiter return' in the 3rd house looming). Because of our 
evolution from 'foetal chimpanzee', our preferred bridge is the “neoteny zodiac”. 

Note, here, that we aren't petitioning the astrological community... we're only 
amusing Darwinian FA-ers. With this spirit of self-amusement, we also consider the 
alternatives to the term, “(archeological) science of inter-subjectivity”. Such as....
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ENDOGAMOLOGY I: '(neurotic) mild dissociation'
In Pete Townsend's/Ken Russell's “Tommy”, a 5yrs old boy has a phantasy of 

his departed father being killed by an 'uncle'. This 'P.T.S.D.-event' leads the boy into 
becoming a “deaf, dumb and blind kid who uses 'intuition' and sense of smell to sure 
play mean pin-ball”. This musical is on the short list of 'most Freudian musicals ever 
made'... as Freudians explain hysteria, “the sufferer sees yet s/he doesn't see because 
s/he has an unconsious intention to be ill”. (Have you, dear reader, ever observed the 
pelvis of a pin-ball player?... this gives you the answer of what it is all about). 

“Endogamology” is the study of (what Freud called) the “primal scene” i.e. in 
a 'normal' developmental environment, the infant begins to realize, by the end of the 
1st year of his/her life, that s/he isn't as 'central' to his/her mother as his/her intuition 
had begun life assuming... but, it would not be until the end of his/her 2nd year before 
s/he begins to '3 think' about (i) his/her 'peripheralization' & (ii) what role the father 
might be playing in it (… Freud also notes (iia) “displacement” onto sibling in essays 
such as “Some Neurotic Mechanisms in Jealousy, Paranoia & Homosexuality” 1923). 
By the 4th year of life, the infant uses his/her '1 intuition', '2 sensation' & '3 thoughts' 
as a 'prep' for dealing with the '4 emotion' that results when s/he realizes that s/he is 
no longer the lead character in his/her own story (s/he is now a bit player in someone 
else's marriage). His/her subsequent phantasy either leads him/her (i) via regression, 
repression, reaction-formation, displacement, conflation, lazy Babelization etc., back 
into his/her deluded “Eden” or (ii) via (creative) progression, forward to a sense that 
“Pompeii” is better off being excavated (= understood) than it is being preserved.

Freud realized that there was no point trying to determine the percentage of a 
particular population that might be suffering from “phantasy reaction-formations to 
primal scenes” because not only does each member of a population suffer from them 
(variations in severity are a “connected series”) but also each individual story brings 
with it a sense of “chaos theory” (i.e. “sensitive dependence on initial conditions”; no 
straight-line Cartesian graph-analysis could ever be drawn to describe it).

Although it was Jung who would eventually coin the term “individuation” for 
the treatment of the psyche that leaves collective treatments (i.e. drugs & adaptation 
techniques with statistical “evidence-bases”) behind in its deluded “Eden”, he would 
not have come to it without Freud's highly individualized approach. Freud could see 
that “scientists” were attracted to large statistical numbers because they provided an 
escape from small numbers i.e. the “horror of 3(4)-into-2-won't-go-incest”. Although 
Freud was no great Platonist, he could only have been happy to see logical positivists 
fail in their attempt to “reduce” small numbers such as 3, 4, 5 (3² + 4² = 5²) to generic 
formalisms (i.e. “numbers have no inherent meaning beyond the human brain; there 
is no, say, '1', '2', '3'... '12' floating about in the universe”) because such failure could 
only help to 'de-conflate' “science” from “statistics”. This failure of 20thC philosophy 
would be sealed-on-the-other-side by Godel's mathematics and Heisenberg's physics. 
Freud came to the same conclusion that so many other athiests-(Nietzscheans) would 
regarding “modern (post 1900) philosophy”... it was/is “unintelligible”.  

At this point, there are sure to be “scientists” who will counter, “wait on!!! we 
love small numbers! take, for example, the aim of physics to “reduce” the 3 forms of 
energy down to 1 form (“the Holy Grail of Physics”)! take, for another example, our 
interest in 'singularities'!” The key to such a scientific counter, however, is much less 



the love of small numbers & much more the love of “reduction” that holds “science” 
to its self-limiting path that eschews all hint of “teleology (meaning)” that is possible 
'beyond' the 'singular' individual 'creation'. Therefore, “science” has no 'choice' but 
to reject the “progressive” variation of singularity i.e. “quintessence”. This is further 
emphasized in the zodiac (whether it is sidereal, tropical, or neoteny) when we notice 
the 'stumble block' between '1-2-3 intuition-sensation-thinking' and '5 intuition' is '4 
emotion' i.e. the very thing that “scientists” assume to be the 'reason' (yuk, yuk) why 
'reason' is not given its rightful place in epistemology and why populations succumb 
to “religion”. It is here, of course, that an “endogamologist” would remind “science” 
that it does not have the capacity to distinguish fake religion from from real religion. 
Nor, can science distinguish a cold “dissociation” from a warm Venusian reason.

It is not (har-har) irrational, now, to note that there are two types of numbers 
(i) irrational and (ii) rational (to be more complete, we should say that there are also 
real and unreal numbers). As Pythagoras knew, these two come together in a variety 
of ways e.g. (a) irrational 'square' hypotenuses vs. rational (3² x 4²) = 5² hypotenuses 
(b) 1 x ԉ irrational circumference 'crossed' by 2-fem x 3-masc rational diameters... 

  

  

Most 21stC psychoanalytic clients are like “Tommy” i.e. although they are hot 
blooded enough to realize that their (respective) “neuroses” have greater chances for 
healing than a collective's cold-blooded “dissociations”, the psychoanalyst still needs 
to show his/her analysand why (planet-of-the-apes) '3-2-1 subjectivity' = '1 anti-inter 
subjectivity' i.e. if there a 50% chance of Pythagorean numbers existing 'beyond' the 
individual psyche, a 'rational' analysand would invest 50% of his/her time-&-energy 
searching for 'inter-subjective meaning' with an analyst who has the “quintessential 
objectivity” (i.e. feeling, sensing & intuition) to assess 'grades' of “dissociation”... 
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ENDOGAMOLOGY II: '(moderate) psychotic dissociation'
At the end of the-(his) 2nd act, “Tommy”'s neurosis is healed... but, in order to 

do so, he puts himself into (what FA likes to call) “Solar-Icarus risk” (note “Tommy” 
riding a hang-glider). The only way he can side-step this risk is by 'working' his way 
'from 5'-'through 6'-'into 7'. The passage of the Sun from its own sign (Leo) through 
to Venus' sign (Libra) (notice that we have extended the 'Solar-synoptic-observance' 
arrow in the prior zodiac-mandala) helps to reduce this risk, but...

While this is happening, of course, Venus will be 'on the Sun's shoulder', as if 
'hitching a ride' back to (one of) its own signs. Imaginative astrologers take Venus to 
be a mollifier of “Solar-Icarus risk” i.e. after the individual spirit-(soul) 'f/Falls' past 
'(10)-11 Saturn's', '12 Jupiter's' & '1 Mars's' “spheres” of influence, it 'lands' on the 
'2 Earth' in such a way that it can be easily 'transferred' to '2 Venus'... whereupon it 
makes its way to a Solar-conjunction without burning up from 'heliocentricity'. Like 
so...

Now, by this, we aren't completely dismissing the heliocentric zodiac. Still, we 
don't go rushing to any 'God's-eye-view' of things until we have a confident grasp of 
what the 'human's-eye-view' has to tell us e.g. the retrograde Sun-Venus conjunction 
is a time to 'jump on' Venus because this gives the individual an avenue to see his/her 
'Earth sign' at the succeeding anterograde Sun-Venus conjunction (i.e. Venus now on 
the 'other side' of the Sun) without a need to “occupy” the Sun. In other words, there 
is no “over-identification” with God... even when the individual is an athiest! (i.e. an 
“identification” by an athiest with God is necessarily “unconscious” and, as we have 
seen via the Soviet Union experiment, it is no less dangerous than theism)...

Living for 83yrs (1856-1939), Freud experienced 83 cycles of the Sun through 
the tropical zodiac. If we wanted to take a dim view of Freud's heroism, we could say 
that Freud experienced (83x12=) 996 'temptation-episodes' (996 'reasons') to give up 
trying to make a “science” out of “inter-subjectivity”. If, in addition, we look to SF's 
“Solar progression”, we realize that his Sun progressed only as far as Leo (i.e. C.G.'s 
natal Sun placement) in his lifetime. Astrologers are usually 'spiritual enough' not to 
stop the Solar progression at death i.e. Freud's Sun progressed from Taurus to Libra 
over the span 1856–2025. This gives reason for astrologers to keep an eye on Freud's 
Solar–Venusian influence for another decade (presently, Freud's progressed Venus is 
'ahead' of his progressed Sun, in Freud's 'Earth sign', Scorpio). This, of course, gives 
us reason to continue trying to be 'more' than a chimp for a couple more years yet.

One of the more important aspects of Freud's current influence is what could 
be called “(anti-statistical) choice of analysand” i.e. the analyst's initial appointment 
with a prospective analysand is given over to 'intuiting' the analysand's prospects of 
gaining benefit from psychoanalysis... although 50minutes of consulting is very often 
enough to make a wise choice (e.g. s/he spots 'anti-growth' pre-psychotic tendencies), 
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M. Scott Peck makes a good argument for analysts to 'hang in there' with analyands 
that appear to have a bottom-less narcissistic wound and, in turn, ferocious defences 
built up to protect it. The only counter that I would make against M. Scott's point of 
view is that the analyst needs to have had enough 'training analysis' to see the degree 
that his/her masochism might be playing into his/her (yuk, yuk) fateful “choices”.

Freud, 100years ago, in his 2nd Saturn return summation of what he had been 
doing during his 2nd Saturn (and progressed Lunar) cycles, divided Homo sapiens up 
into 3 groups (i) “normal” individuals who do not seek psychotherapeutic treatment: 
they are still relevant to psychoanalysis because, despite being well, they yet generate 
the 'prototypes of neurosis' i.e. dreams, parapraxes and laughing at (dirty) jokes, (ii) 
“neurotic” individuals who are 'hot enough' (see earlier section) to acknowledge that 
their (respective) “unconscious(es)” is/are the “enemy within” (i.e. “I am wrong), (iii) 
“psychotic” individuals (I.e, “everybody else is wrong”) who, for example, insist that 
“there is no unconscious psyche (let alone that it is harbouring any 'enemy within')”. 
Freudastrologers would add, (iv) “normal psychosis” i.e. now that Freud is rendered 
'obsolete', the world is suffering from a myriad of authoritative intellectuals who are 
proselytizing the unjustifiable conclusion that, even if there is an “unconscious”, it is 
not worth investigating. This is mandala-izable as...  

       

In other words, even existentialism (i.e. 'subjective regressive 3-2-1' “freedom 
= damnation”) is not to be given meaning or value. If the 'authoritative intellectuals' 
go on to influence political power, they have the chance to eliminate those who would 
re-instigate interest in “the unconscious” & “inter-subjectivity”. Such re-interest can 
only occur, of course, when the participants can intuit a line through Babel problems 
that are now >3 millennia old...
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ENDOGAMOLOGY III: '(severe) evil? dissociation'
For the <2% of us who would prefer to work on the Babel problem than pass 

laws and wage wars upon them, one of the first words to be dealt with would have to 
be “evil”. Hopefully, creative dialogue around “evil” would lead to agreement that it 
has no place in “science” (nor, indeed, in secular civilization). But, does “evil” have a 
place in “psychology”? For Freud, the answer would have gone something like “no... 
but (there 's always a but) there is a strong link from 'evil' to my terms, 'repression', 
'inadmissable' and 'dissocation' i.e. the human 'sub-conscious' generates images that 
are disgusting to the (in)-human 'supra-conscious' (e.g. Ouranos experiences disgust 
in the face of his children's “conflated” instincts) and, when the latter dominates, the 
path from 'repression' to 'dissociation' to ('projection' of) 'evil' is paved, not the least 
because disgust is so easily sanctioned by collectives (via 'authoritative intellectuals') 
and 'evil' is so easily projected onto (perceived) individuals or minority-disposables”. 
A good cinema example of this is Bob Fosse's biopic of foul-mouthed beat-generation 
comic “Lenny (Bruce)” i.e. Lenny (Dustin Hoffman) is jailed and broken-by-lawyers 
for taking a stand on the public use of “n..., n..., n...,” and “c..., c..., c...,”. I remember 
standing in the lobby after seeing this film and suggesting to a friend, “I wonder how 
long it would take me to get arrested if I started yelling obscenities in this house that 
has been given approval by the authorities to show this movie?”

To return to Freud's classification of (potential) analysands, it isn't difficult to 
work out that the 'easiest' (potential) analysands to work with are the “Lennys” who 
have no trouble transferring “evil” thoughts into “evil” utterances i.e. as Jung would 
say it, “the analysis of the shadow”, according to the following schema

... whereas “civilization” believes that civilians shouldn't even think (let alone 
utter) “evil” thoughts because this paves the path to action, psychoanalysis works on 
the “scientific principle” that “evil” thoughts are natural occurrences (e.g. 3½ billion 
years of survive-at-all-costs concretized within our D.N.A.) and, therefore, utterance 
is the only juncture where the circuit can be broken... an analysand who is possessed 
by reflection will be too pre-occupied to act. Although my experience as an analyst is 
never going to reach statistically significance, I can attest that every analysand that I 
have encountered thus far is more likely to obey Freud's “fundamental rule” (i.e. say 
exactly what enters your mind, no matter how nonsensical or embarrassing it seems) 
when I have reminded him/her that, in one sense, s/he is 3½ billions years old and, in 
turn, there is a good chance that thoughts will be generated when the source of one's 
survival is threatened i.e. mother: “kill anyone who threatens to to be take her away 
from me, even if 'anyone' turns out to be father; when, later, it is obvious that father 
is also a key to survival, “regress” to oral-anal-phallic phantasies to avoid 'thinking' 
that I still want to kill him anyway” (e.g. see “Atanarjuat: the Fast Runner”).

As noted in the prior section, those suffering “moderate dissociation” regress 
from oral-anal-phallic phantasy into the masochistic womb, wherein they are now at 

thought utterance action

reflection analyst-(Socrates)



risk of becoming a victim of someone else's sadistic “mild dissociation”. Then, in the 
attempt to avoid this risk, they succumb to the rhetoric of someone who is willing to 
'progress' back to an infantile neurosis... well, at least, command others to 'progress' 
back down into the infantile survival battlefield i.e. politicians (who, of course, have 
every intention of dying peacefully in their beds with the consolation that some kind 
of national holiday will be named after them). If only the armies of WWI could have 
realized the need to 'keep progressing' all the way to '5-6-7', then the “war to end all 
wars” would actually have been the “war to end all wars” but, alas, in 1918, the door 
of 'fake spirituality' was, once again, flung wide open.

The question “was Hitler evil?” is usually taken to be rhetorical, but the focus 
on this rhetoric is “evil” insofar as any automatic answer curtails further discussions 
about the “dissociation 'grading'” (see “Endogamology I”) i.e. is “evil” likely to have 
much more to do with the combination of “mild” & “moderate” than with either one 
of the two operating alone? Like so...  

      
            

The essential 'Venusian observance', in this context, is the question of balance 
i.e. is “evil” a case of “neurosis” combining with “psychosis” in equal measure? If so, 
the predominance of psychosis in Hitler could render him less “evil” than others who 
have/had more of a 'balance'. In the abovementioned “Atanarjuat: the Fast Runner” 
we would argue that the evil-doer's (2) henchmen have a larger claim to evil i.e. they 
are the “spin doctors” of this ancient Inuit fable.

As argued elsewhere in this website, “science”, a process that has strong links 
to (thinking-sensing) causality, is now drawing “religion”, a process that is supposed 
to hold fast to (feeling-intuiting) acausality, back into itself... and, as a result, neutral 
epistemologists-(Babel-ologists) are now shuddering at the proliferation of reductive, 
conflated “causal religions” that are accessing technology without reflection...
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EXOGAMALOGY I: INTERPRETING VENUS (towards meta-causality)
Over the centuries, 'traditional' astrologers have often labelled the planets as 

either: (i) “malefic” (e.g. Saturn, Mars, the Moon) or (ii) “benefic” (e.g. Sun, Jupiter, 
Venus). These days, your local 'psychological astrologer' looks at the planets through 
a 'yin-yang' lens... even if the activation of Venus tends to synchronize with “benefic” 
events, they may yet contain the odd “malefic” seed (e.g. not all marriages that occur 
at a Sun-Venus progression will “live happily ever after”). Indeed, FA's longstanding 
readers will know, via our discussion of the myth of Psyche, that we see both a 'nasty 
Aphrodite-Venus' and a 'nice Aphrodite-Venus'.

Then again, despite this valid “±”, FA looks at Venus through a 'benefic-until-
proven-otherwise' lens e.g. even the Sun-progressed-Venus marriage that ends badly 
may have still been 'consciousness-inducing' during its beginnings-to-mids: note that 
'nasty Aphrodite' might appear to give Psyche a hard time simply to be mean but, in 
fact, she is making sure that Psyche reaches her 'full humanity'...

Over the centuries, 'alchemical' astrologers have tended to focus attention on 
the conjunction of the Sun and Moon (i.e. they need each other in order that the Sun 
does not get 'too Icarus-light' and the Moon does not get too 'dog-dark'). The trouble 
is, however, that a Sun-Moon conjunction speaks more of (semi)-divinity than it does 
of 'full humanity' and, as a result, we FA-ers prefer to view ourselves as 'alphysicists' 
who are searching for something 'beyond' '4-conjunct-5'...

In order to discuss how we interpret Venus in the charts of those who we have 
never met, it is fair that we begin with our own... 

      

Because, in this essay, our focus is more on phylogeny (i.e. the fate-vs.-destiny 
of mankind) rather than ontogeny (i.e. the fate-vs.-destiny of the human individual), 
we have represented ourselves with a 0ºAries birth-chart. Because, also, our interest 
in the (not only Christian, but all) h/Hero myth(s) is prominent, we have represented 
our birth chart through the tropical rather than sidereal zodiac. This representation 
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doesn't, however, prevent us from playing devil's advocate with ourselves i.e. during 
times when our attention on h/Heroic synopses wanes, we remind ourselves to reflect 
on our Sun–Mercury transiting sidereal Aquarius & Venus transiting sidereal Pisces 
when we were born (…“scientists” will step in here, of course, with their own 'devil's 
advocacy' and ask, “why the moment of birth over the moment of conception?” FA's 
answer is unsatisfying to scientists but satisfying to Pythagoreans, “the blue-print for 
the musical instrument is drawn at the moment of conception but, as the instrument 
is being built, much can happen that is not in the blueprint... the birth chart informs 
us about the idiosyncracies of a post-constructed musical instrument that is ready to 
be epi-genetically 'tuned' into the 'music of the spheres'”

Now, in noting that FA's natal Venus is in Aries, we remind our readers, here, 
that there was no Caesarian-ish 'election'... our webpage hosts do not know anything 
about 'elective astrology' i.e. by simply posting it when they were ready, I would only 
find out the personal planetary placements (i.e. Moon-Sun, Mercury, Mars & Venus) 
after it was 'born'. You, dear reader, won't need the greatest intuition in the world to 
work out that we were 'happy' to see a Venus that reflect some light on the transition 
from ('12 Pisces') to '1 Aries' to '2 Taurus'. Agreed, there is a bit of 'nasty Aphrodite' 
about a left hemispheric Venus, but she is in a good position to draw fake spirituality 
(scroll back to see the 4th quadrant regression depicted on the zodiac-mandala on the 
prior page) 'down' toward 'nice right-hemispheric Aphrodite'. (I have to admit, dear 
reader, that I like FA's Venus in Aries more than my own Venus in Capricorn i.e. it is 
a lot easier to Venus-reflect on '1 desire' than to Venus-reflect on '10 fear-control').

In order to 'reach' all the way around to Jupiter in Virgo, our Venus will need 
to 'negotiate' Saturn-Moon in Cancer... but, upon reflecting on Freud's notes on how 
diificult it is to be relaxed in the face of (any kind, let alone Oedipal) triangulation or 
square, we 'agree' with this placement insofar as the demise of Freud over the recent 
Saturn cycles means that we share in Freud's frustration (Freud had a not dissimilar 
Saturn-Moon in Gemini). As longstanding readers are aware, we have dealt with our 
frustration by setting a semi-Saturn-(Moon) cycle course over 2004-2018.

* * * * *
Over the next (and final!) 12 articles of “4 Corners of the Cosmos”, we will be 

taking a journey through the zodiac-horoscope on the back of Venus, the planet that 
symbolizes something in the vicinity of, “the more we reflect on 'ugly' things, the less 
'ugly' they become”. Yeah, yeah, I know, 'traditionally', Venus has been  described as 
a symbol for the urge towards beauty and aesthetics but one of our main motivations 
for this journey is to differentiate between '11''s (e.g. Uranus') urge for perfection & 
('2''s &) '7''s urge for aesthetic balance... a process that isn't always as easy as it first 
appears. In turn, we will discuss Venus as the planet that rides on the shoulder of the 
Sun-(Moon) cycle, yet is distant enough from it (except for a couple of weeks/year) to 
be able to 'reflect' on the problem of jumping from an '11 perfection' frying pan into 
a '4-5 (semi)-divine' fire... as W.B. Yeats Venusian-ly de-uglified it, that problem with 
“the head of a ('11') man and a body of a ('5') lion”.

Read on, dear reader, if you '1 desire' to '3-think-4-feel-5-intuit-6-sense' upon 
transcendental snakes & ladders, from (i) “real (masculine) spirituality” through (ii) 
“real ('7') humanism” through (iii) “real (feminine) spirituality into (iv) ??...            



… and  


